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WORD PROBLEMS FOR FREE OBJECTS
IN CERTAIN VARIETIES OF

COMPLETELY REGULAR SEMIGROUPS

J. A. GERHARD AND MARIO PETRICH

Semigroups which are unions of groups are said to be completely
regular. They form a variety when considered as semigroups with an
operation of inverse. The variety of bands and the variety of completely
simple semigroups are subvarieties. The present paper reduces the word
problem for the free semigroups in each subvariety Ύ of the join of the
variety of bands and the variety of completely simple semigroups to the
word problem for certain groups in Ύ. In particular if the word problems
for the latter have a solution so does the word problem in Ύ.

Semigroups which are unions of groups are said to be completely
regular. A completely regular semigroup S is provided in a natural way
with a unary operation of inverse by defining a~x for a E S to be the
group inverse of a in the maximal subgroup of S to which a belongs. This
operation satisfies the identities

(1) xx~ιx = x,

(2) xx~ι = x~ιx,

(3) ( * - ' ) - ' = * •

In fact a completely regular semigroup can be defined as a semigroup with
a unary operation which satisfies these identities. The class of completely
regular semigroups is therefore a variety of (universal) algebras with one
unary and one binary operation. This variety is denoted by 691. Two
important subvarieties are the variety of bands © and the variety of
completely simple semigroups βS. The join of these two varieties has
recently been described in [4] and [9]. It is the subvariety of 691 defined
by the identity

(xy) x°(zx) — (xyxzx) ,

where as usual u° — uu'K
In [4] this variety is called the variety of pseudo orthodox bands of

groups. Following the terminology of [6] it might be called the variety of
pseudo orthocrypto groups. Here we will simply refer to it as % V 6S.

The present paper gives a solution to the word problem for the free
semigroups in each of the subvarieties of © V βS. A solution for the
subvarieties of % is known (see [3]). The free objects in 6S have been
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described (see [1] and [8]) and an algorithm for the word problem given in
[8]. Here we present another solution for the word problem for the free
objects of β S . It is given in terms of invariants on words in the free unary
semigroup. The sub varieties of β§> are described in [8]. Using this descrip-
tion we can adapt our solution of the word problem for β S to reduce the
word problem for the free objects in the sub varieties Ύof β S to the word
problem for certain groups in Ύ. Finally by showing that every subvariety
of % V β S is the join of a subvariety of % and a subvariety of β S , we
reduce the solution of the word problem for free objects in all sub varieties
Ύof % V β § to the word problem for certain groups in Ύ.

Section 1 gives preliminary results needed in the paper. In particular,
it describes the free unary semigroup on a set, and gives results on the
structure and congruences of completely simple (Rees matrix) semigroups.
The solution of the word problem for free objects in βe> is given in §2. In
§3 we derive the Clifford-Rasin model for the free objects in β S . In §4 we
describe the word problem for free objects in the sub varieties of β§> and in
§5 for the sub varieties of φ V

1. Preliminaries. The free unary semigroup on a set S provides a
natural setting for the study of word problems in semigroups with an
added unary operation (including groups). Let F be the free semigroup on
X U {( , )"1} where ( and ) - 1 are treated as two new variables. The free
unary semigroup U(X) is just the smallest subset of F satisfying the
following properties.

(i) XQU(X),

(ii) w E U(X) implies (w)"1 E U(X),

(iii) u,vEU(X) impliesuυ E U(X).

This description can be thought of as an inductive definition of U( X) and
many of our proofs will be by induction on the number of operations
occurring in w9 that is the number of times (ii) or (iii) is used to build w
from variables (elements of X).

The class of completely simple semigroups is essentially the same
as the class of Rees matrix semigroups. A Rees matrix semigroup
9H(/, G, Λ; P) is given by two index sets /, Λ, a group G and a matrix
P — (pλi), i E /, λ E Λ of elements of G. Elements of the semigroup are
triples (i, g,λ), i E I, g E G,λ E A, and multiplication follows the rule

(/, g, λ)(y, A, v) = (i, gpxjh, v).

The matrix P can be taken to be normalized at (/, λ) for any i E I,λ E A
which means that/?μ/ = pλJ = 1, the identity of G, for all μ E AJ E I.
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Let M = 91t(/, G, Λ; P) be a Rees matrix semigroup. Let H be a
normal subgroup of G, and let r and π be equivalence relations on / and Λ
respectively. The triple (r, H,π) is admissible if and only if irj (respec-
tively \πμ) implies pλip~lρμjpl] G H for all λ, μ G Λ (respectively for all
ί, j G /) . With each admissible triple there is associated a congruence
relation θ — θ{r, H,ττ) defined by (/, /, λ)θ(j\ g, μ) if and only if irj, λπμ
and pvifpλkH — pvjgpμkH for some A: G /, p G Λ. In fact every con-
gruence on M is the congruence associated with a unique triple. For
background on Rees matrix semigroups and, in particular, for a descrip-
tion of their congruences we refer the reader to [5] or [6].

2. The word problem for completely simple semigroups. Let X be a
set (of variables) and let z G X be a distinguished element. For every
j ί j G l , let pxy be an element with the properties pxz — pzx — 1 for all
x G X and otherwise the pxy are distinct from each other and from the
elements of X. Let P be the matrix (ρxy). Let G be the free group on
XU {pxy \x, y G X) where 1 is taken to be the identity of G. For
u G U(X), the free unary semigroup on X, let h: U(X) -» X and
/: U(X) -> X be defined by taking h(u) to be the first variable in u and
ί(w) to be the last variable in u. Note that h and t can be defined more
formally by induction. Let m: U(X) -» G be defined by induction on the
number of operations occurring in u as follows.

m(x) = x for all x G X,

m{uυ) = m(u)pt(u)h(v)m(v),

It is necessary to show that m is well defined, that is to show that
uυ — u'υ' implies m(uυ) — m(u'υ'). By symmetry we may assume that
u'w = u and wv — t/ for some w. Also by induction we can assume that
m(u), m(υ), m{u'), m(υ') and m(w) are defined. Then

rn(uv) = m(u)pt(u)h(v)m(υ)

= ^(« /)Λ(ii ' )A(w)'W(W)Λ(w)A(t,) '«(^). s i ϊ l C e W = W / W

= m(u')pt(uΊh(vΊm(v'), since o' = wv

DEFINITION 2.1. Let w, wr G ί7(X). Then w~w' if and only if
h{w) = Λ(w'), m(w) = m(w') and r(w) = ί(wθ.

THEOREM 2.2. ΓΛe semigroup U{X)/~ is the free completely simple
semigroup on the set X.
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Proof. It is straightforward to check that ~ is an equivalence relation
on U(X) and that w ~ wf implies wu ~ w'u, uw ~ uw' and w~ι ~ (w')"1.
The relation ~ is therefore a congruence relation on U(X).

To show that the unary semigroup U(X)/~ is completely simple, we
show that it satisfies the defining identities (l)-(3) given in the introduc-
tion, plus the identity x° = (xyx)°, where*0 = xx~\ which defines SS as
a sub variety of β^l. This is of course equivalent to checking that

a ~ aa~xa,

aa'x ~ a~ιay

aa~ι ~ (aba){aba)~

for all a, b e l/(A").
The following arguments are shorter to write if we let h(a) — h and

t(a) = t. If w ~ w' is one of the above expressions then h(w) = h(w') — h
and t(w) = t(w') = t and it is enough to check that m(w) = m(w'), for
each of the cases.

m(aa'ιa) = m{a)pthm{a'{)pthm{a)

= m(a).

m{aa-χ) = m{a)pthm(a-χ)

Mβ)ΓlA

A similar calculation shows that m(a'ιa) — p^ and so m(aa~ι) =

m[(aba){abaY ) — m(aba)pthm{{aba)~ )

= m{aba)pthp^[m{aba)]-χ

 P

— m{aa~x) as shown above.
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In order to show that U(X)/~ is free we show that any homo-
morphism χ: U(X) -+ M = 9H(J, H, A; Q) can be factored through
U(X)/~ . It is in fact enough to show that wχ = (Λ(w)α, m(w)γ, t(w)β)
for suitable maps a: X -» /, β: X -> A, γ: G -» i/ and for all w G t/(X)

Let xχ = (xα, xy, xβ). This defines α, β and γ on X. Extend γ by
defining pxyy = qXβyya. Then γ is defined on the generators of G and so
can be extended uniquely to a homomorphism on G. Clearly xχ =
(h(x)a, m(x)y, t(x)β). The proof that wχ = (A(w)α, m(w)γ, t(w)β) for
all w 6 ί/(I) is by induction. If w — uυ then

^X = (uχ){vχ) = (Λ(w)α, m(«)γ, t(u)β)(h(υ)a, m(υ)y9 t(v)β)

= (A(w)α, w(

If w = w"1 then

(h(u)a9 m(u)y9 t(u)β)~

= (h(w)a,m(w)y,t(w)β).

3. The Clifford-Rasin model. In [1] and [8] it is shown that the free
completely simple semigroup is isomorphic to M = ̂ (X, G, X\ P) nor-
malized at z. A proof of this result can be obtained from our work as
follows. Let ψ: U{ X) -» M be defined by

π>ψ = (Λ(w), m(w), /(w)).

Clearly ψ is a (unary semigroup) homomorphism with kernel — . To
establish the isomorphism of ί/(X)/~ with M it is therefore enough to
show that ψ is onto. Let z° = zz~x.

It remains to recognize (z, g? z) as an image under ψ for any g 6 G . Since
G is generated by X and {z^}, it is enough to show that (z, x, z) and
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(z, pxy9 z) are images under ψ. Indeed,

(z, x, z) = (z°xz°)φ,

These calculations are essentially those used by Clifford in the proof of
([1], Lemma 7.3).

4. The word problem for varieties of completely simple semigroups.
As is well known (see [2] page 163) there is a one-to-one correspondence
between the subvarieties of a variety and the fully invariant congruences
on the free object of the variety on countably many generators. The
description of the fully invariant congruences on free completely simple
semigroups given in [8] can therefore be interpreted as a description of all
subvarieties of βS.

Let FCS(X) = 91t(X, G, X\ P) be the free semigroup in βS on the
set X(as described in §3). In order to simplify notation let [x, y] stand for
pxy. Let & be the set of all endomorphisms ω of G for which there exist
transformations φ and ψ of X such that

Ψ, yφ]~ι.

A normal subgroup H of G is ^-invariant if Hω C H for all ω E S.

THEOREM 4.1 {Theorem 3 of[$]). Let θ = θ(r, H,π) be a congruence on
FCS( X). Then θ is fully invariant if and only if

(i) H is S-invariant and
(ii)r,τrG {V,Δ}

where Δ is equality and V is the equivalence which identifies every element
ofX.

Let Ύbe a sub variety of βS. Let θ = θ(r, H, π) be the fully invariant
congruence on FCS(X), X countable, such that FV(X) = FCS(X)/Θ is
the free semigroup on JΠn Ύ. Let mΎ: ί/( X) -> G/ΛΓ be defined by

) = m(w)H.

There are four different situations depending on the values of r and π.

Case 1. r = π = Δ.
In this case (/, /, λ)β(y, g, μ) if and only if / —j,λ — μ and/ίΓ = gH.

It follows that

, m(w), t(w)) -+(h(w), m(w)H9 t(w))
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is the unique homomorphism of FCS( X) onto FV( X). Consequently if we
define ~ on U{X) by w ~ w' if and only if

h(w) = h(w')

t(w) = t(w') and

) = mΎ(w')

it follows that U(X)/~ ^FV(X) and the invariants Λ, / and mΎgive a
solution to the word problem for FV(X) in terms of the solution of the
word problem for G/H.

Case 2. r = v , π = Δ.
In this case (/, /, λ)θ(j\ g, μ) if and only if λ = μ and pvifpλkH =

pvjgP\kH for some v E M, k E I. Since (r, /f, TΓ) is admissible it follows,
in this case, that P\iPμPμjP\lj E H for all i, j , λ, μ. Setting λ = / = z
shows that pμj E H for all μ, j . Since AT is normal it follows that
(ι, /, λ)^(/, g, μ) if and only if λ = μ and/if = gH. Therefore

) , m(w)9 t(w)) -* (m(w)H, t(w))

is the unique homomoφhism of FCS(X) onto FV(X). Consequently, if
we define ~ on U(X) by w ~ w' if and only if

t(w) = t(w') and

mΎ(w) =

then U(X)/~s* FV(X) and the invariants / and mΎgive a solution to the
word problem FV(X) in terms of the solution of the word problem for
G/H.

Since pμj E H for all μ, 7, it follows that mΎ(w) = wi/ in this case.
Thus the invariant mΎ is the same as for groups. In fact, each variety Ύ
with r = V and TΓ = Δ is a variety of "right groups", that is a variety in
which every semigroup is a product of a group and a right semigroup.

Case 3. r = Δ, π = V.
This is similar to case 2 and each variety is a variety of left groups.

Case 4. r = π = V,
In this case we have a variety of groups.

So far we have referred only to the word problem for semigroups on
countably many generators. However, the algorithm can be applied to all
the free semigroups without change. If there are only finitely many
generators we can add more variables to make up countably many. The
words we are interested in will not use any of these new variables. On the
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other hand, even if there are more than countably many variables, it
remains true that each word only involves finitely many variables and the
equality or inequality of words can be described with reference to counta-
bly many (or even finitely many) variables.

5. The word problem for subvarieties of % V β § .

LEMMA 5.1. IfΎc % V β § , then Ύ= (Ύn ®) V (Ύn β§).

Proof. It is shown in [4] (Corollary 5.5(ϋ)) that if S G % then S is a
subdirect product of a band and a normal band of groups. Consequently
<y= (ΎfΊ ®) V (Ύn 91 <M), where <Mg is the variety of normal bands
of groups. Since ΎΠ 9 l $ g is a subvariety of 9t<&§, it follows from [7]
(Theorem 4.7) that Ύn 9 l $ g = (Ύn 9l®g n <$) V (Ύn 9 l « g n β§)
= ( Ύ n ^ ) V ( Ύ n 6 S ) where ^ is the variety of semilattices. Therefore
<γ= (Ύn ®) v (Ύn <3i) v (Ύn β§) = (Ύn ®) v (Ύn βS).

This lemma enables us to discuss the word problem in each subvariety
Ύof % V βS. It was shown at the end of §4 that we can restrict ourselves
to FV(X) with X countable. Let FV(X) = U(X)/** . The congruence »
can be thought of as giving the equations which hold in Ύ. As pointed out
in [2] (page 47), the Galois connection between varieties and equations
shows that if Ύ= % V % then Sq(Ύ) = Sq(%) Π &q(%) where
&q(Ύ) is the system of equations holding in Ύ. The congruence «*
therefore is just the intersection of the congruence describing the free
object in Ύn % and the congruence describing the free object in Ύn βS.
The latter congruence is described in §4. The former congruence is
essentially given in [3]. The solution of the word problem in each sub-
variety of φ is given there but in terms of a congruence on S( X), the free
semigroup on X and not in terms of a congruence on U{X). Of course
S(X) is a homomorphic image of U(X), the homomorphism being given
by simply removing all ( and ) - 1 from the expression in U(X). Thus the
congruence on U(X) which describes the free object in a subvariety of %
can be described by saying that two words in U( X) are congruent if after
removing all occurrences of ( and ) - 1 they are congruent modulo the
congruence on S( X) which describes the subvariety of <S>.
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